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Abstract

The influence of defects at the metal-organic framework (MOF) surface on the microscopic structure of a MOF/polymer composite has been studied by a computational methodology that combines density functional theory calculations with force field-based molecular dynamics simulations. This has been applied to composites formed by ZIF-8 and two different polymers of intrinsic microporosity: PIM-1 and PIM-EA-TB. Analysis of the MOF/polymer interactions, surface coverage, polymer conformation/stiffness and a full characterization of the interfacial voids are provided. We found that, although the nature of the MOF/polymer interactions changes in the presence of defects, the coverage and conformation of the polymer as well as the morphology of the “interfacial microvoids” remain practically unchanged from a microscopic point of view. These results suggest that there is no microscopic evidence that defective MOF surfaces drastically change the geometry of the MOF/polymer interface and the strength of the physisorption-type interactions in play.
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1. Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks are nanoporous crystalline solids composed of metal cations interconnected by organic linkers. These materials have attracted considerable attention due to their potential industrial applications in diverse areas including sensors,[1,2] gas adsorption and separation,[3,4,5,6] and catalysis [7,8,9], among others.[10,11] The presence of defects in MOF crystals is well-documented,[12,13] and they can even be engineered;[14] they can arise from the absence of organic linkers or metal centers (point defects), but extended structural defects can also be found. It is very likely that defects play an important role in the increased reactivity that leads to the chemical instability of MOFs.[15] However, the presence of defects has also been shown to be a key parameter to enhance the MOF’s properties in diverse fields including adsorption,[16,17,18,19] catalysis,[20,21,22,23] as well as applications relying on electronic[24,25] and mechanical properties.[26,27]

MOF/polymer composites have been widely studied due to their applications in membranes for gas separation.[28,29] The objective is to combine the processability of polymers with the sieving effect of MOFs. In addition, if a polymer with high permeability is selected, such as the polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs)[30,31], the resulting composite membrane could potentially exhibit both high permeability and high selectivity. However, the synthesis of MOF/polymer membranes with good
morphologies and performances is challenging. In a recent review, several strategies were presented that
could lead to an improvement in the design of these membranes.[32] Among these strategies was the
tailoring of MOF surfaces in order to modify surface properties and improve adhesion with the
polymers. Some examples have proven that the decoration of the MOF surface with organic molecules
could be beneficial for some practical applications, such as gas separation.[33,34] Another way to
achieve this improvement would be to introduce “defects” at the MOF surface. In fact, surfaces are
likely to have a relatively significant concentration of “defects”, and it is important to understand how
their presence affects the structure and physicochemical properties of the surface with respect to those
of the “defect-free” case. Therefore, a microscopic study comparing influence of defects at the MOF
external surface on the microscopic properties of the MOF/polymer interface to those of the “defect-
free” case is of great interest.

Recently, we have developed a computational methodology to model the MOF/polymer interfaces,
integrating high-level quantum calculations with force field-based molecular dynamics simulations, and
applied it to analyze the microscopic properties of the ZIF-8[35]/PIM-1 (scheme in Fig. 1c) [30]
interface as a model system.[36] This computational tool has been further used to study a new
composite of the same MOF, with a different polymer, namely the ZIF-8/PIM-EA-TB (scheme in Fig.
1d) [31] interface.[37] We have evidenced that the ZIF-8/PIM-1 composite exhibits favorable attractive
interactions between the MOF and the polymer, that act as anchoring points.[36] In contrast, the ZIF-
8/PIM-EA-TB composite shows no preferential interactions, but instead exhibits a homogeneous set of
interactions that leads to a better surface coverage.[37] Both composites have been found to have
“microvoids” at the interface, with diameters that can go up to 13 Å and 11 Å respectively. These
“microvoids” could provide a microscopic-level explanation of a sub-optimal compatibility between the
MOF/polymer pairs that has been revealed.[37] The objective of this paper is to predict whether the
introduction of defects at the MOF surface would drastically change the microscopic structure of the
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MOF/polymer interface and the interactions in play. In a previous contribution [36] the model ZIF-8 surface slab was “defect-free” (see Fig. 1a). Here, we introduce a “defect-containing” ZIF-8 surface slab, which consists of under-coordinated metal atoms and deprotonated organic linkers (see Fig. 1b), we present a full characterization of the resulting interfaces of the MOF/polymer composites with both PIM-1 and PIM-EA-TB, and the corresponding results are compared with those of the “defects-free” system.

This paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the computational methodology that we have applied for the construction of the defective MOF surface/polymer interface, (section 2) followed by a discussion of the main results obtained for the characterization of the composite in section 3. Finally, we present the concluding remarks in section 4.

2. Methodology

The model interfaces have been constructed by applying the multiscale methodology that we have previously developed and applied to the ZIF-8/PIM-1 and ZIF-8/PIM-EA-TB “defect-free” (D0) interfaces.[36,37] Basically, the methodology involves density functional theory (DFT) calculations for optimization of the MOF surface model, which is then coupled with a polymer to create an initial composite model. Force-field Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are then applied to refine and optimize this model, and subsequently calculate the required properties for a full analysis.

The ZIF-8 “defect-containing” surface slab (D1) was generated from the most stable [011] “defect-free” surface we previously reported. Here the under-coordinated atoms, which were initially terminated considering the dissociative adsorption of water molecules in the defect-free case,[36] were left uncapped. As a result, while the D0 surface consists of two types of terminations: OH groups and imidazole moieties bonded to the Zn external atoms, in an alternate fashion (see Fig. 1a), the D1 surface
contains uncapped Zn atoms and imidazole moieties (see Fig. 1b). For the subsequent MD simulations, the MOF surface model was kept rigid, the flexibility of the surface for this systems has been shown to have a negligible effect on the interfacial properties.[36] All atoms of ZIF-8 were treated as charged Lennard-Jones (LJ) sites. A full list of the LJ parameters and partial charges we have used can be found in the Supporting Information.

The PIM-1 and PIM-EA-TB polymers (see Fig. 1c and 1d respectively) were constructed by combining the Polymatic code[38] and LAMMPS software,[39] considering boxes of 50 Å x 50 Å x 150 Å. The bonded parameters were taken from the GAFF force field.[40] The non-bonded interactions were modeled as a sum of site to site 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials and Coulombic interactions. The LJ parameters were taken from TraPPE force field,[41] and the crossed potential LJ parameters were computed by using the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules.[42] The ESP partial charges for PIM-EA-TB and PIM-1 were computed by DFT calculations. Further details on the polymer models can be found in our previous publications.[36,37] The full list of force-field parameters is available in the Supporting Information.

After generating the polymer models, two empty boxes were added in the $z$ direction, resulting in boxes of 50 Å x 50 Å x 400 Å. The polymers were then equilibrated following the 21-steps MD equilibration scheme proposed by Hoffman et al.[43] (ensembles and thermodynamic conditions are shown in Table S4, polymer equilibration). The coordinates of the polymers were unwrapped in the $z$ direction, and then the ZIF-8 “defect-containing” surface was added, by putting the two simulation boxes together in the $z$ direction. Again, a 21-steps MD equilibration was performed, but this time, the constant pressure simulations were carried out so that the cell could only change its volume by variations of its length in the $z$ direction (NP$_n$T ensemble instead of NPT ensemble, see Table S4, interface generation). Here again, the MOF/polymer interactions were treated as the sum of a LJ term and a Coulombic contribution, the crossed LJ potential parameters being computed by using the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing.
rules. Statistical data were collected for 10 MD simulations in the NVT ensemble for each different system, with each simulation lasting 10 ns. The 10 independent MD initial configurations for these runs were generated as follows: the polymer as obtained from *Polymatic*[38] was subjected to 10 different simulated annealing protocols, which consisted of 10 consecutive heating/cooling cycles in the NVT ensemble, and the high and low temperatures as well as the duration of the cycles were varied. This procedure resulted in 10 independent polymer configurations, which were subsequently equilibrated first without and then in the presence of the MOF surface slab (21 steps schemes previously described).

All MD simulations were performed using a cutoff of 15 Å for the vdW interactions, while the Ewald summation was used for the electrostatic interactions. The Berendsen thermostat and barostat [44] were used in the NVT and NPT/NP$_n$T simulations respectively, with relaxation times of 0.1 ps for the thermostat and 0.5 ps for the barostat. The interface simulations were performed by using the DLPOLY classic software,[45] which was modified in order to allow for the use of NP$_n$T ensemble.

3. Results & Discussion

In order to characterize the interactions between the polymers and the ZIF-8 D1 surface, we have computed radial distribution functions (RDFs) for different MOF/polymer atom pairs. The data are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3 for the ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1 and ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB interfaces respectively.

PIM-1 strongly interacts with the under-coordinated Zn atoms at the ZIF-8(D1) surface through its CN group, with an average distance of 1.9 Å (see Fig. 2, bottom left panel). The rest of the MOF/polymer pairs show much weaker interactions associated with characteristic distances greater than 5.0 Å. This behavior differs to that previously observed for the “defect-free” interface where the CN group of PIM-1 has been found to interact with the NH groups of the ZIF-8 imidazole moiety, with a characteristic distance of 2.6 Å.[36] Regarding PIM-EA-TB, multiple interactions can be found as in the “defect-
free” surface case, however the atoms involved are not the same. In the “defect-containing” interface, several sites, including the amino groups of the polymer interact with the hydrogens of ZIF-8 (labeled as H1 and H4 in the force field, see Supporting Information), with average distances of around 3 Å (see Fig. 3). This range of distance is the same as that measured for the ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-EA-TB interface. However, in that case, the different polymer sites interact with the NH groups in the imidazole moiety, which is absent in the “defect-containing” model surface.

As a next step, we have studied the polymer coverage at the interfaces. Fig. 4 shows the density of the MOF and the polymer atoms for ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1 and ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB as a function of the z-coordinate, which corresponds to the direction perpendicular to the MOF surface plane. The profiles are similar to those obtained for the ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-1 and the ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-EA-TB interfaces. In all cases, the density of polymer atoms oscillates around a constant value. The density then decreases linearly as it approaches polymer/ZIF-8 interface until reaching zero at the MOF surface. Thus, two distinct regions can be identified: the interfacial region, region A, and a more “bulk-like” region, region B. The z-length of region A can be used as a parameter to compare the surface coverage by the polymers. We define this parameter as the distance between the most external Zn atoms in the MOF and the z value from where the polymer density starts fluctuating around a constant value. The average values for the 10 MD runs are (12±4) Å and (9±2) Å for the ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1 and ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB composites respectively, where the error bar was considered as the standard deviation of the values. These values are similar to those obtained for the analogue “defect-free” composites, (13±2) Å and (9±1) Å. Snapshots of the two “defect-containing” interfaces are shown in Fig.5, regions A and B are labeled and the typical MOF/polymer interactions are shown.

Furthermore, we have studied the free volume distribution at the interface. To this end, two different methodologies were employed. On the one hand, the \textit{v\_connect} method,[46] and on the other, that developed by Bhattacharya et al.[47] Following the first approach, we superimposed a three-
dimensional grid with bin sizes of 0.7 Å to the different interfaces, and classified the grid cubes as “empty” or “full”. Then, a probe molecule, with the size of a positronium particle or a nitrogen molecule (diameter 2.2 Å and 3.64 Å respectively), was used to sample the empty cubes. Finally, the voids are classified by their volume, and by the diameter they would have if they were spherical. As its name indicates, this methodology is supposed to account for the connectivity of the voids, provided the bin size is sufficiently small. The second methodology samples the voids by introducing a sphere and increasing its diameter in a given position of space, up to the point where it overlaps with the interface atoms.

Figs. S2 and S3 depict histograms for the void distribution probed by using these methodologies for regions A and B of the ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1 and ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB interfaces respectively. The top and middle panels correspond to the \( v_{\text{connect}} \) results. The top panels show the number of voids as a function of their equivalent spherical diameter. Smaller voids are generally more abundant than larger ones. However, the larger ones represent a larger fraction of the total free volume, as illustrated by the middle panels. The graphs in the lower panels show similar results to those obtained by the \( v_{\text{connect}} \) methodology, proving thus that there is low interconnectivity between the different voids.

Table 1 shows the values for the maximum equivalent spherical diameters for the “defect-free” and “defect-containing” interfaces (regions A and B) as well as for the pure polymers. The maximum equivalent spherical diameter is similar for regions A and B in both cases: (13±2) Å versus (10±1) Å for the PIM-1 composite and (12±1) Å vs (10±3) Å for the PIM-EA-TB composite. Comparing these results with the “defect-free” interfaces, the “interfacial microvoids” (region A) are similar as well, with the equivalent spherical diameter being (13±1) Å for ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-1,[36] and (11±1) Å for ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-EA-TB.[37]

For both the ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1 and the ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB interfaces, region B shows only microvoids, and not highly interconnected mesoscopic voids as in the case of pure polymers, as reported
in previous studies by using the same methodology: the bulk PIM-1 has been found to exhibit voids of up to 34 Å,[48] while PIM-EA-TB shows slightly smaller mesopores of 32 Å in diameter, as probed by a positronium particle.[49] This suggests that the influence of the MOF surface extends even to region B, similarly to what was found for the “defect-free” interfaces.[36,37] The size of the microvoids in region B is similar for both PIM-EA-TB composites: (10±3) Å and (10±1) Å, and for PIM-1 composites as well: (10±1) Å versus (8±1) Å, for the D1 and D0 surfaces respectively.

To obtain further insight on the shape of the voids, we computed their associated eccentricity:

\[ e = \sqrt{1 - \frac{b^2}{a^2}} \]

where \( b \) and \( a \) are the minor and major axis of the ellipse. For a perfect sphere, \( e = 0 \), while for a very elongated ellipse, its value approaches 1. The distribution of the eccentricity values for region A, “interfacial microvoids”, for the different interfaces is plotted in Fig. 6. Comparing the “defect-free” and “defect-containing” interfaces, the PIM-1 composites eccentricity profiles closely resemble (see top panels), while for the PIM-EA-TB, the proportion of more spherical-like voids increases to the detriment of the more elongated elliptical ones when considering the “defect-containing” ZIF-8 surface.

The tendency in the relative proportion of spherical-like voids versus the elliptical ones for the different polymers changes with the considered surface is that more spherical-like voids are found for PIM-1 than for PIM-EA-TB in the “defect-free” case, while the reverse is true for the “defect-containing” surfaces.

The \( v_{\text{connect}} \) methodology also allows for an estimation of the free volume fraction of the interface, by computing the percentage of free cubes with respect to the total number of cubes in the three-dimensional grid. The estimated free volume fraction is 0.25 ± 0.01 for ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-1 and ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1 composites, and 0.23 ± 0.01 and 0.24 ± 0.02 for ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-EA-TB and ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB interfaces respectively. The error was taken as the standard deviation for the 10 MD
runs in each case. These values show that although the systems are different in terms of their microscopic characteristics (interactions and voids distributions), the total available free volume is similar for all the composites. In addition, these values are comparable to those for the bulk polymers, namely 0.24-0.26 for PIM-1 and 0.27-0.28 for PIM-EA-TB.[49]

Finally, we have analyzed the conformation of the polymer at the interface by computing the distribution of some key dihedral angles in the polymer phases for the “defect-containing” and “non-defect-containing” cases. The contorted backbone and high rigidity are distinctive features that create permanent porosity with unusually high BET area in the PIMs. It is thus interesting to study the stiffness of the polymer at the interface, along with its porosity. Fig. 7 shows two dihedral angles distributions for PIM-1. The plot includes the data presented in our previous contribution for the D0 interface in black,[36] and the new data in red. The profiles are almost identical, which means that despite changing the nature of the interactions, the “anchoring points” scheme gives a very similar polymer conformation. As mentioned in our previous contribution,[36] when comparing these results with the pure polymer ones,[48] the conformation is found to change drastically. The degrees of freedom are reduced in the presence of the surface, and the interfacial polymer is even more rigid than the bulk one.

Fig. 8 shows the distribution of a torsional angle involving the bicyclic TB units in PIM-EA-TB, for the D0 and D1 interfaces. As for PIM-1, while the distributions look very similar, they are quite different from that of the bulk polymer.[49] The bulk polymer showed two peaks: one high-intensity peak with a maximum of 95°, and a low-intensity one at -110°. Here, the high-intensity peak is still present, but shifted in 25°: the maximum is around 119° and 124° for the polymer at ZIF-8(D0) and ZIF-8(D1) interfaces respectively. The low-intensity peak is replaced for a more uniform low-intensity region between -180° and 20°. This means that PIM-EA-TB can adopt certain angles that were prohibited in the presence of the MOF, although with a low probability.
4. Conclusion

We have modeled two “defect-containing” ZIF-8/PIMs composites at the atomistic level by applying a methodology combining DFT calculations and force field-based MD simulations. Our results are compared with those of the “defect-free” interfaces. The interactions between the MOF and the polymer depend on the nature of MOF surface. However, the general picture remains the same for both PIMs. PIM-1 interacts through its cyano- function in both cases, with the NH termination at the imidazole moiety at the “defect-free”, and with the bare Zn at the “defects-containing” ZIF-8 surface. This leads to a series of “anchoring points” at the surface regardless the presence/absence of defects. For the PIM-EA-TB interfaces, many polymer atoms are involved in the interactions, both for the “defect-free” and “defect-containing” ZIF-8. In the former, the interactions are mainly with the -NH group of the imidazole moiety, while in the latter, they take place with the H atoms that are bonded to the C atoms on the imidazolate linkers.

As for the “defect-free” cases, “interfacial microvoids” were found, and the systems can be divided in two distinct regions: region A, where the polymer density drops linearly with the distance to the MOF surface, and region B, a more “bulk-like” polymer. The coverage of the surface by the polymer and the size of the voids are similar between the “defect-free” and “defect-containing” cases. Region B polymers still differ from the corresponding bulk polymers, as was previously found for the “defect-free” interfaces, so that the influence of the surface in the polymer configuration extends up to more than 15 Å. The probability distribution of the shape of the voids is almost unchanged when comparing ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-1 and ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB, but there is an increase of spherical-like voids in detriment of the elliptical ones in the “defect-containing” case for PIM-EA-TB composites. The total free volume fraction is similar in all cases, and comparable to that of the pure polymers.

The conformation of the PIMs at the interface changes with respect to their bulk conformations. Nevertheless, the presence of defects at the surface does not seem to significantly change the polymer
conformation. PIM-1 seems to become more rigid in the presence of the interfaces, while PIM-EA-TB has a low probability of adopting certain torsion angles values that were not seen in the bulk. Overall, the plausible presence of “defects” at the MOF surface seems to induce only minor changes on the characteristics of the interface at the microscopic scale. Indeed, there are no microscopic features to support that the presence of defects at the MOF surface would drastically affect the geometry of the MOF/polymer and the interactions in play. This suggests that the microscopic structure of the MOF/polymer interface is mainly dictated by properties such as geometry and flexibility, while the chemical interactions only play a minor role. A continuation of this work will be to consider the study of these composites at the mesoscopic scale.
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Table 1. Equivalent spherical diameters (Å) of the voids for the “defect-free” and “defect-containing” interfaces and for the bulk polymers, obtained by the \textit{v} \_\textit{connect} method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Region A</th>
<th>Region B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1</td>
<td>(13(\pm)2)\textsuperscript{1}</td>
<td>(10(\pm)1)\textsuperscript{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-1</td>
<td>(13(\pm)1)\textsuperscript{2,3}</td>
<td>(8(\pm)1)\textsuperscript{2,3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk PIM-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>34\textsuperscript{4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB</td>
<td>(12(\pm)1)\textsuperscript{1}</td>
<td>(10(\pm)3)\textsuperscript{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-EA-TB</td>
<td>(11(\pm)1)\textsuperscript{3}</td>
<td>(10(\pm)1)\textsuperscript{3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk PIM-EA-TB</td>
<td></td>
<td>32\textsuperscript{5}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1-This work, 2-Ref. [36], 3-Ref. [37], 4-Ref. [48], 5-Ref. [49]
Fig. 1. Schemes of model ZIF-8 surfaces: (a) “defect free” surface, (b) “defect-containing” surface labeled as D0 and D1 respectively. The red circles highlight the N terminal imidazole atoms, which are terminated by an H in the “defect-free” surface, and left under-coordinated in the “defect-containing” surface. The green circles indicate Zn atoms which are terminated by an OH group in the “defect-free” surface and left under-coordinated in the “defect-containing” one. Schemes of PIMs: (c) PIM-1 and (d) PIM-EA-TB.
Fig. 2. Radial distribution functions for the ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1 interface model, for the pairs 
\((Zn)_{\text{ZIF-8}} \ldots X_{\text{PIM-1}}\). The involved polymer sites are indicated in the schemes in red. Results 
obtained from four different MD runs.
Fig. 3. Radial distribution functions for the ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB interface model, for the pairs \((H)_{\text{ZIF-8}} \ldots X_{\text{PIM-EA-TB}}\). The involved polymer sites are indicated in the schemes in red. Results obtained from four different MD runs.
Fig. 4. Densities of polymer and MOF atoms as a function of the z coordinate for representative configurations of: (a) ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1 and (b) ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB. The blue dashed lines indicate the limits of region A and B.
Fig 5. Illustrations of the modeled MOF/polymer interfaces. (a) ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1, typical (Zn)_{ZIF-8} \cdots \text{CN}_{\text{PIM-1}} interactions are circled in red. (b) ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB, a typical (H)_{ZIF-8} \cdots \text{CH}_{\text{PIM-EA-TB}} interaction is circled in red.
Fig. 6. Eccentricity of the microvoids in region A for the ZIF-8/PIM-1 and ZIF-8/PIM-EA-TB “defect-free” (DO) and “defect-containing” (D1) interfaces.
Fig. 7. Dihedrals angles distributions for the polymer phase in ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1 (black full histogram) and ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-1 (red empty histogram).
Fig 8. Dihedral angle distribution for the polymer phase in ZIF-8(D0)/PIM-EA-TB (black) and ZIF-8(D1)/PIM-EA-TB (red).
Comprehension of the compatibility and thus stability between a MOF and a polymer in the presence of defects at the MOF surface